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ABSTRACT 
To determine the effectiveness of Very Low Frequency 
(VLF) navigation in certain areas of the world, it is 
necessary that a method be developed to estimate the 
positional error associated with VLF relative positioning 
techniques. This paper presents a method which consists 
of a least-mean-squared procedure to sum up the errors 
contributed by each station being monitored. Since phase 
jitter (i.e., phase fluctuation) is a random variable, a 
statistical approach is employed to produce a one o ellipse 
centered about the true position. In short, this method 
defines the size and orientation of an area called an 
error ellipse which contains the indicated position of the 
rece1ver. Obviously, this method does not reveal the 
exact location of the receiver, rather it gives us a 
statistical estimate of the area in which the indicated 
position is located 68% of the time. 
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Certain VLF radio transmissions are currently being 
used to provide accurate, full-time position information 
on nearly a world-wide scale. Navigational fixes with 
accuracies of 1/2 nautical mile (daytime) and 1-1/2 nautical 
miles (nighttime) are possible in many parts of the 
1 
world . Also with the additional ~ stations, to be corn-
pleted sometime in the early 1970's, a good fix-location 
information will be available even in such unfavorable 
areas as the South Atlantic. Thus as early as the 1970's, 
a truly worldwide radio naviagation system will be avail-
able to a user who can afford about $25,000 worth of 
receiving equipment. 
VLF radio navigation is also finding use in multi-
sensor navigation systems. These complex systems usually 
incorporate VLF receivers, water speed indicators (such as 
an EM log), a gyrocompass and a satellite receiver as the 
working sensors. A system computer is then used to 
constantly interrogate the appropriate sensors and compute, 
in real-time, the position of the vehicle. Fix accuracy 
with these systems is usually on the order of 1000 feet. 
1
"omega, A Worldwide Navigational System", Second 
Edition, Pierce, J. A., Palmer, W., Watt, A. D., and 
Woodward, R. H., Defense Document Center No. AD-630-900, 
1 May 1966. 
2 
II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
A. VLF RADIO SIGNALS 
1. Method of Propagation. VLF Radio Signals 
(3-30 KHz) propagate in the waveguide cavity formed 
by the boundaries of the earth's surface and the 
lower edge of the ionosphere. The height of this 
spherical shell changes periodically from 67/72 Km 
during daytime hours to 85/90 Km during nighttime 
hours 2 . This change in the height of the waveguide 
(\ ) causes the phase velocity (V ) to increase/ g p 
decrease with an increasing/decreasing ratio of 
wavelength to ionospheric height (i.e., V oo p 
\VLF 
\ ) . 
g 
Thus at sunrise and sunset, the phase of a received 
VLF signal, when compared to a highly stable 
oscillator (e.g., a Rubidium frequency standard), 
will be advanced and delayed respectively. This 
explains the shape of the diurnal phase pattern 
shown in Figure 1. 
2
"International Study of Ionospheric D-Layer and VLF 
Propagation Phenomena-- Part I," Reder, F. H., and 
Viccione, D. M., A Report Describing a Scientific Program 
Conducted by the Institute for Exploratory Research, P. 0. 
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2. Diurnal Phase Shift. VLF Radio signals have 
several important applications such as distribution 
of worldwide time and frequency information, iono-
spheric studies, long distance communications, and 
perhaps more important ... long distance navigation. 
The topic of this paper will be associated with the 
latter of these applications, the estimation of the 
inherent inaccuracies of VLF relative navigation 
systems. 
B. THE OMEGA NAVIGATIONAL SYSTEM 
1. Signal Format of Omega Frequencies. Omega is a 
radio aid to navigation developed by the U. S. Navy 
Electronics Laboratory and the U. S. Naval Research 
Laboratory. It operates on radio signals trans-
mitted from a worldwide network of eight U. S. Navy 
stations (four stations are now in operation) . Each 
station in the network transmits at 10.2 KHz, 
11.33 KHz, and 13.6 KHz. 
Phase stable radio signals are transmitted from 
each of the four Omega stations according to the 
format shown in Figure 2. The two important features 
of the transmission sequence are: 
a. Each station transmits the 10.2 KHz, 
11.33 KHz, and 13.6 KHz carrier frequencies 
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Figure 2. Timing Diagram for Omega Transmissions
9 
5 
9schedule of Time and Frequency Transmissions on VLF 
From U.S. Naval Radio Stations, Time Service Announcement, 
Series 3, 15 March 1968, U.S. Naval Observatory, Washlngton, 
D. C. 20390. 
6 
these sequential transmissions are both position-
coded and time-coded within each 10 second epoch. 
Figure 2 shows that the time at which each 
station begins transmitting, and the length of 
time it transmits, is unique for each of the 
eight stations. 
b. Each station transmits one frequency which 
is entirely unique. 
2. Synchronization of Omega Stations. For purposes 
of synchronization, each Omega station has its own 
cesium-beam frequency standard that drives a master 
clock. This highly precise time reference controls 
the timing of the sequential transmissions such that 
corresponding transmitted signals in each station's 
transmitter pass through zero with a positive slope 
at the same time. Although sequential transmissions 
occur on a given frequency from each station, the 
phases are continuous and are maintained as though 
all stations were transmitting continuously. 
3. Differential Omega. This is a technique whereby 
the distance between two or more receivers tuned to 
the same frequency is determined by the difference 
in their respective phase readings. The stations 
must be within about three hundred miles of one 
another for good results. The advantage of using 
this technique is that the propagation path from the 
transmitter to all receivers is essentially the 
7 
same, hence the same phase fluctuations are common 
to all receivers. In effect, this is a correlation 
process in which the noise component of the range 
measurement is subtracted out, leaving a relatively 
pure distance measurement between the two receivers. 
The best of all possible situations is that of 
keeping one receiver fixed at a known location. 
Range data from the fixed receiver could then be 
compared to other local receivers yielding' highly 
accurate results, usually on the order of 1200 feet 
during daylight hours 3 . 
C. HOW VLF RELATIVE NAGIVATION SYSTEMS WORK 
1. Phase-Distance Relationship. VLF R.N. systems 
rely on the phase-stable transmissions from such 
stations as WWVL, NAA, NLK, etc., to provide 
continuous, accurate position information4 
of these stations, such as WWVL and GBR, were 
Several 
originally intended to provide time and frequency 
information on a worldwide scale. However, as an 
added feature, it has been tested and shown feasible 
3Final Technical Report Differential Omega Test and 
Evaluation Program (1967), A U.S. Government funded 
investigation in which Tracor, Inc. conducted accuracy 
studies on differential Omega positioning techniques, 
Tracor, Inc., Austin, Texas, Tracor Document Number 
67-135-U. 
4 see Table I for a complete listing of phase-stable 
VLF stations. 
8 
by 0. J. Baltzer (1963), that both ships and air-
planes can use these radio signals for navigation at 
long distances from the transmitting stations. 
VLF navigation systems make use of the fact that 
at any given point on the earth, the phase of a 
received VLF signal is both stable and to a certain 
extent predictable. More importantly, if the 
receiving equipment is moved from a known point, the 
resulting phase change is linearly proportional to 
the distance moved from the transmitter. Thus, by 
keeping track of the change 1n phase of two or more 
VLF stations, a moving vehicle can get a continuous, 
accurate indication of its geographical position. 
2. Variables Which Limit Accuracy. The accuracy of 
this fix is limited, primarily, by the propagation 
irregularities (i.e., commonly known as "phase 
jitter") of each VLF station being used. Other 
important variables in this navigation process are 
the stability of the local frequency standard, 
propagation characteristics, predictability of 
diurnal shifts, and the radio receiver circuitry5 
5Bernstein, Ralph,"Precise Positioning of a Ship at 
Sea Utilizing VLF Transmissions - Method and Results," 
1966, page 1. 
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III. CRITERIA FOR OPTIMIZATION 
A. STATISTICAL MODEL FOR STANDARD DEVIATION OF PHASE 
In optimizing the performance of VLF positioning 
methods, it is necessary to decide which set of VLF 
stations should be used in calculating a fix at the 
location of interest. Obviously the set of "n" VLF 
stations which contributes the least error (i.e., the 
set which gives the fix which is the most nearly correct) 
is the set of interest. The first consideration is the 
phase-error contribution (i.e., phase jitter due to propaga-
tion irregularities of VLF signal enroute to receiver from 
transmitter) from each station being tracked. Since the 
short-term propagation irregularities are unpredictable, 
the resulting phase-error is treated as a random variable. 
Knowing the approximate distance from transmiter to the 
receiver and the frequency of the particular station, the 
standard deviation of phase (crT ) can be approximated by: 
p 
(microseconds) 6 . 
6Pierce, J. A., Palmer, W., Watt, A. D., and Woodward, 
R. H., (1966) Omega, a Worldwide Navigational System, 
Second Edition, pages 3-28. 
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B. CONFIGURATION OF STATIONS 
The second, and perhaps the most important considera-
tion, is the configuration of the stations with respect to 
the receiver (i.e., how the set of "n" stations is situated 
around receiver). This becomes a factor because of the way 
in which a range-range position fix is calculated. For 
example, suppose a fix was taken using three VLF stations. 
As shown in Figure 3, VLF Station No. 1 is located due 
north, VLF Station No. 2 is 5° from north, and VLF Station 
No. 3 located due south. Although in this configuration, 
the range measurements from Stations 1, 2, and 3 will 
provide a relatively good fix in the north-south direction, 
it would still be considered a poor configuration of 
stations because of the large uncertainty in the east-west 
position. In theory, the three range measurements should 
intersect in one point, with this being the best approxi-
mation to the vessel's location. However, as mentioned 
before, propagation irregularities cause the range measure-
ments to be inherently inaccurate. In general the three 
range measurements will not intersect in one point, but 
rather in a small three-sided figure. The optimum configu-
ration for the previous example would be three stations 
spaced 120° apart. Figure 4 shows how the same three 
stations produce a much better fix. Notice that even with 
unequal phase-jitter contributions, the uncertainty in 
both latitude and longitude is reduced. 




Station # 3 
ll 
East 
Figure 3. Illustration of Large Uncertainty in Fix 









Station # 2 
Figure 4. Illustration Showing How Even Spacing of 
Stations Improves VLF Fix 
IV. ERROR ESTIMATION USING THE 
LEAST MEAN SQUARES PROCEDURE 
A. ANALYTICAL TREATMENT 
13 
1. Definition of an Error Ellipse. The ultimate 
goal of this procedure is to provide a method of 
gauging the performance of VLF navigation by using 
various combinations of stations. The end product 
will be a standard deviation of error (in feet) in 
each of two mutually perpendicular directions, say 
U and V. If all possible pairs of values are 
considered about the mean value, the result could 
be interpreted (in general) as an ellipse. This 
"error" ellipse, when centered at the true position 
of the receiver, will theoretically contain 68% of 
all position measurements. 
The number of stations to be monitored for any 
one fix could be 2, 3, 4 ... or all available VLF 
stations. Practically speaking, however, hardware 
limitations dictate that a maximum of 5 receivers 
be used. (In the Appendix, various combinations 
of 2, 3, 4, and 5 stations are considered for 7 
geographical regions.) 
2. Placement of Cartesian Coordinate Systems. It 
is assumed that the origin of the coordinate system 
14 
is placed at the exact position of the receiver. If 
the receiver were at that precise point, the fixes 
attained by monitoring various VLF stations would 
indicate some other position near the exact position. 
It is the purpose of the following derivation to 
determine, in statistical terms, how far the 
indicated position is from the actual position. 
Refer to Figure 5 for clarification. 
3. Taylor Series Expansion About the True Position. 
It is first necessary to determine the functional 
dependence of x, y, (coordinates of the indicated 
position) on the discrete range measurement Ri. 
The first step in finding this functional relation-
ship between x, y, and R., is that of taking the 
l 
Taylor Series Expansion of r about the mean position. 
Thus, starting with the definition of r, 
SUM OF PHASE ERRORS 
n 1. 2 2 2 
= r = I ( '\j(x-a.) +(y-b.) -R.) 
. 1 l l l 1= 
The Taylor's Series Expansion of x, y, and Ri is, 




+ ••• 1 
A ~ A ~ n ~ 
+ --(x a + y a + I llR. -~-a-)m• 
m! Clx Cly • l l aR. 
7 
r (x,y,R.) + • • • 1 
l= l 
Position Indicated By 
Taking a Fix With 
"n" VLF Stations ,.. ~y) 
Actual 
Position 











(ai, bi) -transmitter 
position 
where: 
a- = R· • 1 1 
b· = R· • 1 1 
(East) 
X 
Ri - random variable which 
represents range 
measurement 
Figure 5. Reference Coordinate System 
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At the true position (i.e., mean value of R = i 
Ri), the first two terms of the expansion are zero, 
namely 
f(O,O,R.) = 0 
l 
and 
"a "a n a -(x ax+ yay+ L 6R. ~)f(O,O,R.) = 0. 
i=l l i l 
If the higher order terms are neglected, the 
expression for r becomes, 
1 "2 a 2 r 1 " " a 2 r 
r = -X -- + 2 xy 2 
ax
2 axay 
1 "2 a2 r 1 "2 a2 r 
+ 2 y -- + -y -- + 
ay2 2 ay2 
n 
ar 1 n -n I 6R. ()R. + 2 I l: l i=l l i=l j=l 
" 
n 1 ar + 2 X ax . I 6R. i=l 
1 " " a 2 r " ar 




. 6R.6R. ()R. ()R. l l J 
n ar L -...,- 6R .. 






1 " ar 2 X ax 
Collecting terms and using abbreviated symbology, 
the above equation simplifies to, 
1 "2 1 "2 n 
r = 2 f X + 2 gyy + f xyxy + I f X 6R. X . 1 R. l l= l 
n n n a
2
r 
+ I g y 6R. + I l: ()R. aR . 6R. 6R. 
. 1 R. l i=l j=l l J l= l l J 
7Hildebrand, F. B., (1958) Advanced Calculus For 
Engineers, Eighth Edition, Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, 




2 r n 2 f = 
--2 = 2 I sin e. , X 
ax i=l l 
a
2 r n 2 
gy = -2 = 2 I cos e. ' 
ay i=l l 
a
2 r n f = = 2 I sin e . cos e. ' xy axay i=l l l 
fR. 
a
2r 2 sin e. ' = = ()x()R. l 
l l 
a
2 r 2 e. ' gR. = = cos ayaR. l 
l l 
a. = R. sin e. ' l l l 
and 
b. = R. cos e .. 
l l l 
a2 r The term = -28 .. need not be considered ()R.()R. lJ 
l J 
since it will be treated as a constant. 
4. Minimization of the Error Function. A set of 




ar A A n 
= 0, or f x. + f y. + \ fR •6R. = 0, x 1 xy 1 .l1 . 1 l= l 
A A n 
= 0, or f x. + gyy
1
. + I g •6R. = 0. 
xy 1 . 1 R. 1 l= l 

























- I f L'IR. 
. 1 R. 1 1= 1 
- I gR. L'IR. 1 1 
n 
I fR L'IR. 
. 1 . 1 1= 1 
n 
I gR L'IR. 
. 1 . 1 1= 1 











(f fR - f gR ) xy . x . 
1 1 
i=l SUM 
For easier manipulation, the expressions for 
x and y are shortened to: 
A n 
x = I a.L'IR. 










B. = l 
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(-g fR + f gR ) y . xy . 
l l 
SUM 
( f fR - f gR ) xy . x . 
l l 
SUM 
5. Statistical Properties of Error Function. Now 
A A 
that the functional relationship between x, y and R 
has been determined, the statistical properties of 
x and y can be found: 
and 
E(x) = E(y) = 0, E{L'lR.) = 0. 
l 












n 2 2 
= I CL OR I 
. 1 l . l= l 
n 2 2 
= I s.oR I 
. 1 l . l= l 
n 2 
= I a.s.oR , 
. 1 l l . l= l 
where 
E(/1R./1R.) 2 = cS •• OR . 
l J lJ . l 
6. Rotation of Axes. In real life situations there 
will exist a non-zero covariance between the variables 
x and y. This, in effect, means the major and minor 
axes of the error ellipse do not coincide with the 
axes of the coordinate system (See Figure 7) . It is 
20 
necessary then, to determine a new set of axes which 
do coincide with those of the error ellipse, and 
also to find the angle of rotation ~. Two new random 
variables are defined: 
u = x cos ~ - y sin ~ 
and 
A 
v = X sin ~ + y cos ~. 
To find the statistics on the new random 
variables u and v: 
A 
E(u) = E(x cos ~ - y sin ~) = 0 1 
A 
E (v) = E(x sin ~ + y cos ~) = 0, 
E (u2 ) 2 2 ~ 2cos ~ sin ~ 2 + 2 sin 2 = (J cos - (J (J X xy y 
and 
E (v2 ) 2 sin 2 ~ 2cos ~ sin ~ 2 + 2 2 = (J + (J (J cos X xy y 
Finally, 
(J =Va 2 2 2cos ~ sin ~ (J2 + 2 sin 2 ~ cos ~ - (J U X xy y 
and 
(J =Vcr 2 2 2cos ~ sin ~ 2 + 2 2 ~. sin ~ + (J (J cos V X xy y 
Then: 
2 2 sin ~ ~ 2 sin ~ ~ (J = E (uv) = (J cos - (J cos uv X y 
cr
2 (cos 2 ~ sin 2 ~) + -xy 
and 
1 . 2,..(CJ 2 
= 2 Sl.n 'f X (J 2 ) + cr 2 cos 2~. y xy 
~, 
~. 
But the covariance of u and v is to be zero 
( . 2 1.e., a 
uv 
= 0) • 
sin 2¢(0 2 y 
Solving for ¢: 




= 2¢ 0 y 
2 







1 1 20 
¢ = 2 tan- ( jY 2). 
0 -0 y X 
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Thus the s1ze and orientation of an error ellipse 
can be determined for a set of "n" stations, provided 
the variables of range (R.), azimuth angle (8.) and 
1 1 
standard deviation of phase (oR.) are known for each 
1 
station. 
B. A MODEL FOR THE STANDARD DEVIATION OF PHASE 
1. An Empirical Model. Selecting a model for 
predicting the standard deviation of phase for 
each station is a major problem in itself. The 
fact that there are so many variables (i.e., 
diurnal phase shift, regional atmospheric noise, 
sudden ionospheric disturbances (SID), etc.) which 
affect the propagation of VLF signals, makes an 
analytic model nearly impossible to formulate. 
However, an empirical model, which was developed 
22 
by the Omega Impelementation Cornrnittee8 , gives good 
results on the data being received here at Dallas. 
The variables in this model are distance and 
frequency: 
= dl/4 
GT = 2.4 • 
4 -1 
· 10 • f (daytime) 




is in microseconds and d (the distance 
from the transmitter) is in megameters. 
2. Comparison of Actual Versus Predicted Results. 
For three stations being monitored here at Dallas 
by a Tracor VLF receiver Model No. 599-H the 
results are as follows: 
STANDARD DEVIATION OF PHASE (daytime) 
STATION MODEL PREDICTS ACTUAL VALUE 
WWVL •••••••••• .52 usee ...•.•. .6 usee 
NAA. ••••••• • ••• . 74 usee ...... . .6 usee 
NLK . •..•.•...• .70 usee ...... . .5 usee 
Although this empirical model ignores such 
important features as high ambient noise at a 
particular location, geographic considerations, 
etc., it does give a reasonable estimate of phase 
deviation. 
8Pierce, J. A., Palmer, W., Watt, A. D. and 
Woodward, R. H., (1966) Omega, A Worldwide Navigational 
System, Second Edition, pages 3-28. 
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C. ERROR ELLIPSE FOR THE GULF OF MEXICO USING STATIONS 
WWVL, NAA AND NBA 
Suppose it is desirable to know which set of three VLF 
stations would give the best error ellipse for a position of 
23°N 90°W (Gulf of Mexico). For this situation, WWVL, NAA, 
and NBA would be placed on the grid, according to its range 
and azimuth angle. It is assumed the location of each 
transmitter (a.,b.) is known, so that the true distance 1 1 
Ri can be calculated. Refer to Figure 6. 
A computer program was written to perform the 
laborious numerical calculations. The results are shown 
in Figure 7. 
The probability that stations WWVL, NAA, and NBA 
will yield a position fix that will lie within or on the 
boundaries of the error ellipse is theoretically .68. 
The procedure of selecting three more stations and cal-
culating the error ellipse is continued until all possible 
combinations are covered. Obviously, for 13 VLF stations 
this is a lot of different combinations. There are some 
basic rules which can be applied, however, to reduce the 
number of eligible stations for a particular location. 
D. SELECTION OF VLF STATIONS 
1. Criteria for Selecting Stations. The method 
described previously will produce an estimate of 
the positional error using VLF stations for a fix 
24 
at any location. In selecting which station will be 
used, there are a few basic rules which should be 
considered: 
a. Choose only VLF stations which are known to 
have phase-stable transmissions of at least 
1-2 parts in 10 11 (about 1-2 microseconds per 
day) . All known phase-stable VLF stations are 
listed in Table I. 
b. If possible, select stations which lie 
within 6,000 miles of the receiver. In general, 
the longer the transmission path, the more the 
noise that will be added to the signal. 
c. VLF stations which have an antipode within 
approximately 1,500 miles of the receiver should 
not be used. 
d. The radiated power of a station is of 
significant importance only when long trans-
mission paths (i.e., > 6,000 miles) or polar 
transmission paths are involved. 
e. When possible, select combinations of 
stations which are evenly spaced about the 
receiver (i.e., three stations 120° apart, 
four stations 90° apart, etc.). 
f. Stations which are too close (i.e., 
< 1,000 miles) are undesirable because of sky 
wave interference and unstable propagation 
modes. 
R1 = 2. 42 Mm 
8.1. = -32. 1° 























/R2 = 3.23 Mm 
I 82 = 36. 1 O 
62 =741.3' 
(daytime) 
\ NBA - 24. 0 Khz 
'\~ 
R3 = 1. 90 Mm 
83 = 142.9° 
63 = 481. 6' (daytime) 
E 
Figure 6. Station Configuration for the Gulf of Mexico 












Figure 7. Error Ellipse for the Gulf of Mexico (23°N 90°W} 
Using Stations WWVL, NAA, and NBA 
Table I 
International Listing of VLF Stations Suitable for Radio Navigation 
CALL LETTERS AND FREQ. RADIATED LDCATION 
CITY -COUNTRY (kHz) POWER (Kw) LATITUDE LDNGITUDE 
1. FTA2-St. Assise, France 16.8 30 48°32'N 2°34'E 
2. GBR - Rugby, England 16.0 30 52°22'N 1°11'W 
3. NAA - Cuttler, Maine 17.8 1000 44°39'N 67°17'W 
4. NBA - Balboa, C.Z. 24.0 90 9°04'N 79°39'W 
5. NLK -Jim Creek, Wash. 18.6 250 48°12'N 121°55'W 
6. NPM - Lucilualei, Naw. 23.4 300 21 °25'N 158°09'W 
7. NSS - Annapolis, Md. 21.4 100 38°59'N 76°27'W 
8. NWC - NW Cape, Australia 15.5 1000 21°49'148"S 114°09' 
50. 169"E 
9. n - Aldra, Norway 4 66025.3'N 13°09. 2'E 
10 . .n. - Haeku, Hawaii See 2 21°24. 3'N 157°49. 8'W 
11. .n - Forestport, N.Y. Table II . 25 43°26. 7'N 75°05. 2'W 
12. .n. -Trinidad, W. Indies 1 10042. 1'N 61°38.3'W 
13. WWVL - Ft. Collins, Colo. 20.0 1 40°40'5"N 105003'02" w 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
The characteristics for each error ellipse are a 
function of the model used to calculate the standard 
deviation of phase (oR.). This model was derived 
1 
28 
empirically and does not reflect a true oR· for all signal 
1 
paths. It cannot account for such variables as regional 
atmospheric noise, Sudden Ionospheric Disturbances (SID's), 
geographical features, daylight/nighttime propagation 
paths and other lesser variables. On the other hand, a 
model which would satisfy all these variables would be 
impractical, if not impossible, to use. A thorough know-
ledge of each station's signal path, plus a constant 
updating process to handle the other variables, would be 
required. Furthermore, for a moving receiver, this would 
require a computer with a medium to large size memory. 
For the purposes of expediancy, it is assumed that the model 
used in this paper will be a sufficient approximation to 
the actual standard deviation of phase. 
The results of the method presented in this paper 
for estimating the positional error associated with VLF 
radio navigation should be used as a figure of merit. The 
size and orientation of the error ellipse will give an 
indication of how one set of stations will perform as 
compared to another set of stations for a given position. 
Thus, the results for various geographical regions shown 
29 
in the Appendix are comparisons of how certain sets of 
stations would perform under absolute conditions. In 
essence, the set of stations which have the best combina-




ERROR ELLIPSES FOR VARIOUS COMBINATIONS 
OF VLF STATIONS IN SEVEN 
GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS OF THE WORLD 
Al 
The ultimate use of all the previous calculations 
is to provide a figure of merit in selecting the best 
combination of stations for use in a given geographical 
area. In this manner, VLF navigation can be used to 
best advantage. 
To facilitate repetitive, lengthy calculations, a 
computer program was written. The program accepts as 
inputs the latitude, longitude and frequency of each of 
the VLF stations being considered and from this computes 
the corresponding error ellipse. The programmed solution 
is achieved in five steps: 
1. The range and azimuth angle are computed for 
each station using the Andoyer-Lambert formula. 
2. The standard deviation of phase is calculated 
using the expression shown on page 9. 
3. The error contributions are then summed up to 
find the variance and covariance of the random 
variables x and y. 
4. Two new random variables u and v are calculated 
with a resultant rotation of axes through an angle 
of ¢. 
A2 
5. The semi-axes of the ellipse (along the u and v 
axes) are calculated. 
The computer program is shown on pages A3 to A6. 
Finally, Tables Al through A2 list three combina-
tions each of 2, 3, 4, and 5 station fixes. The values of 
u and v, and the angle of rotation ¢ are given for each 
combination of stations. Negative angles for ¢ indicate 
counterclockwise rotation of the u-v axes. The daytime 
nighttime values are interpreted identically to those 
given in the example for WWVL, NAA, and NBA shown in 
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COMPUTER PROGRAM 
c * * 0 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
C NOW COMPUTE THE STD. DEVIATION OF PHASE fOR DAYTIME AND NIGHTTIME CONDITIONS 
c 
19 SOAYCI) = 9.84 E+06 * SQRT(SQRTCRCI)))/FREQ 
20 SNITE(I) = SOAV(I)*2.4 
21 WRITEC6t215) J,SOAVli),SNITEll) 
22 1 Sfl) = SDAV(I) 
23 2 FY = O. 
24 GV = O. 
25 fX = O. 
26 GX = O. 
21 DO 10 I= 1,N 
26 FV = FY + COSCl(l))*SlN(T(J)) 
29 GY = GV + SINCTC1ll**2 
30 FX = fX + COSCTtlll**2 
31 GX = fY 
32 FRICI) = COStTCI)) 
33 GRill) = SIN(T(I)) 
34 10 CONTINUE 
35 SUM = FX*GY-FV*GX 
36 DO 11 l = l,N 
37 ALPHA(l) = (-GY*FRI(l) + FY*GRICI))/SUM 
38 BETA(I) = (GX*FRI(l)- FX*GRI(I))/SUM 
39 11 CONTINUE 
40 EX2 = O. 
41 EY2 = O. 
42 EXY = O. 
43 DO 20 I= l,N 
44 EX2 = EX2 + ALPHA(ll**2 * S(l)**2 
45 EY2 = EY2 + BETA(l)**2 * $(11**2 
46 . EXY = EXY + ALPH~ll)06EJA(li*SC11**2 
· 41 20 CONTINUE 
COMPUTER PROGRAM (CONTINUED) 
c * * • • • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * 
c 
C NOW ROTATE ERROR ELLIPSE USING ROTATION OF AXES SUBROUTINE: 
c 
48 PHI= .5*ATAN((-2.*EXY)/(EX2-EY2)) 
49 SIGMAU = SQRTCCOS(PHI)**2*EX2 2.*COS(PHI)*SINCPHIJ*EXY + SINCPHI 
*J**2*EY2) 
50 SIGMAV = SQRT(SIN(PHI)**2*EX2 + 2.*COS(PHI)*SIN(PHI)*EXY + COS(PHI 
*l**2*EY2) 
51 SIGRMS = SQRT(SIGMAU**2 + SIGMAV**2) 
52 lf(ABStSIGMAU-SIGMAV) - 30.) 50,50331 
~3 31 lf(SIGMAU-SIGMAV) 32,50,33 
54 32 A = SIGMAV 
5~ B = SIGMAU 
~6 GO TO 34 
51 33 A = SIGMAU 
58 8 = SIGMAV 
59 34 AREA = A*B*PI 
60 E = SQRT(A**2-B**2)/A 
61 PHI = PHI*l80./PI 
62 35 WRITE(6,300) SIGMAU, SIGMAV 
63 WRITE(6,310) SIGRMS 
64 WRITEC6,302) PHI 
6~ wRtTEt6,30l) AREA, E 
66 GO TU 60 
67 50 ~RITE (6,200) SIG~AU 
68 60 CUN T I1-JUE 
69 IF( S(ll - SOAV(lll 65,61,65 
70 61 WRITE(6,150) 
, 71 00 62 I= 1, N 
COMPUTER PROGRAM (CONTINUED) 
1l 6£ S(l) = SNI JE(l) 
73 GO TU L 
74 65 CONTINUE 
75 99 STUP 
16 100 f0KMAT(3fl0.2) 
11 140 FO~~Af(/////2X,'~ALCULATE ESTIMATE UF OAYJIME POSiflONAL EK~UR USI 
*NG VLF') 
78 150 FO~MATI//2X,'N0W CALCULATE ESTIMATt OF NI GHT TIME POSITlUNAL tKR OR 
*USING VL~') 
79 200 FORMAT('lHE ERROK FUNCTION IS A CIRCLE UF RADIUS',Fl0.2, 1 FEET') 
80 210 FOKMAT(//2X,'THE SHORTEST DIST. BETWEEN THE RECIEVER AND STA TI ON N 
*0.',12,1X,'IS' ,f5.2,1X,'MEGAMETERS WITH AN APPARtNT ANGLt 0 f',F7.2 
*t1X, 1 0tGREES FKOM NORTH') 
81 215 FOKMAJI 2X ,'THE STD . OEVlATIUN OF PHASE FUR STATION NO.•,t2,1X,'IS' 
•,F7.1,1X,'f tE TI OAYTIME) AND',f7.l,lX,'FEETINIGHTTIME)') 
82 300 fORMAT(//2X,'THE ERRuR t LLIPSE HAS A SE MI-AXIS OF 1 ,F8.l,l X, 1 FEET 1 
*N THE U OlR. AND A SEMI-AXIS OF',F8.1,1X,'FEET IN THE V Olk.') 
8J 301 FORMATI/2X,'THE AkEA OF THE ELLIPSE IS',F9.0,1X, 1 SQ. FEET ANO ITS 
*ECCENTRICITY IS',LX,f4. 2 ) 
84 3 02 FORMATI/2X, 'THE U-V COORD I NA TE SYS TEM LS ROTATEO',lX,F7.2,tX, 1 0EG 
*~EtS FROM NORTH') 
85 310 FORMAT(/2X,'THE CEPHAS A RADIUS UF SIGMAIRMS) = •,F8.l) 
86 EN~ 
COMPUTER PROGRAM (CONTINUED) 
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Table Al 
South Atlantic (25°8 l5°W) 
Since there are no VLF stations in the immediate area of the 
South Atlantic, this area is somewhat poor for VLF positioning tech-
niques. The closest stations would be NBA and Omega (Trinidad). 
Also, the fact that all usable stations except (i.e. NWC) lie in a 
northerly direction makes the geometry unfavorable for precise 
positioning. The following stations are suitable for use in the South 
Atlantic: 
1. NBA - Canal Zone, Panama 
2. NAA - Cutler, Maine 
3. fi - (Trinidad) 
4. NWC - North West Cape, Australia 
5. GBR - Rugby, England 
6. NSS - Annapolis, Maryland 
7. .0. - (Aldra) 
STATIONS MONITORED Daytime Nighttime 
u(ft) v(ft) (/)(0) u(ft) v(ft) 
1. NBA- NWC 1309 672 -36.4 3143 1613 
2. GBR- NWC 906 1648 +26.0 2175 3956 
3. NBA - .0. - (Trinidad) 10150 874 -37.4 24361 2097 
4. GBR - NBA - NWC 1322 610 -40.4 3173 1464 
5. .!1: (Trin) - NAA - NWC 783 1442 -21.3 1880 3461 
6. NAA - NBA - GBR 1124 1269 +24.5 2698 3045 
7. NAA - NBA - GBR - NWC 794 617 -42.8 1905 1480 
8. NAA - NSS - NBA -
..Cl.-(Trinidad) 874 618 +37.4 2096 1484 
9. NAA - NBA - NSS - NWC 726 568 +36.4 1742 1363 
~0. NAA- NBA- NWC- NSS- GBR 622 580 +32.4 1494 1391 
1. NAA- NBA - .(l (T) - n-(A) 
NWC 771 822 +18.9 1850 1973 
~2. NAA - GBR - n (T) - .c1 
(A)- NWC 754 898 +3.6 1809 2154 
A8 
Table A2 
The Caribbean Sea (l5°N 75°W) 
The Caribbean Sea is another area which enjoys an abundance of 
good VLF stations. Two particularly good stations which are quite 
close are NBA and Omega-Trinidad, however, these stations should 
not be used for locations within 1000 miles of their respective trans-
mitters. Stations recommended for use in this general area are: 
1. NBA - Canal Zone, Panama 
2. NAA - Cutler, Maine 
3. NPG - Jim Creek, Washington 
4. NSS - Annapolis, Maryland 
5. NPM - Hawaii 
6. WWVL - Fort Collins, Colorado 
7. GBR - Rugby, England 
8. .(l - Trinidad 
STATIONS MONITORED Daytime Nighttime 
u(ft) v(ft) <p(V) u(ft) v(ft) 
1. NAA- NPG 618 1228 +41.2 1484 2947 
2. WWVL- NSS 503 1010 -39.5 1206 2424 
3. NAA- .!'l (T) 617 7551 +14.3 1481 18123 
4. NBA - WWVL - n (T) 755 512 -34.4 1812 1229 
5. NBA - NPM - NAA 397 986 +40.8 953 2366 
6. NPM - NAA - n (T) 568 920 +41.1 1363 2209 
7. NBA - NPM - NAA - .n (T) 405 926 +40.0 'F/2> :LZ:L";) 
8. NPM- WWVL- NSS- NBA 385 466 +35. 7 923 1118 
9. NPM- WWVL- NAA - _.n._(T) 662 501 -13.7 1589 1203 
~0. NBA - NPM- WWVL- NSS .n (T) 491 429 -25. 8 1179 1029 
~1. NAA - NPM- WWVL- NSS- NPG 479 428 +5.5 1150 1027 
~2. NBA - NPG -!1. (T) NSS - GBR 451 615 +30.3 1082 1477 
A9 
Table A3 
Persian Gulf (25.5°N 53°E) 
The prospects for VLF positioning in the Persian Gulf appear to 
be satisfactory, assuming there are no propagation anomalies which 
would prevent the use of the following stations: 
1. n - (Aldra) 
2. FT A2 - St. Assise, France 
3. GBR - Rugby, England 
4. NAA - Cutler, Maine 
5. NWC - North West Cape, Australia 
*6. NSS - Annapolis, Maryland 
*7. NBA - Cana 1 Zone, Panama 
STATIONS MONITORED Daytime Nighttime 
u(ft) v(ft) J_(U) u(ft) v(ft) 
1. NWC- FTA2 1218 823 0 2923 1975 
2. GBR - .n- (Aldra) 843 2255 +45.0 2023 5413 
3. FTA2- GBR 1045 811 -10.8 2507 1947 
4. GBR- FTA2 - fl - (Aldra) 1047 795 -13.4 2513 1908 
5. GBR- FTA2- NWC 960 680 -34.9 2304 1633 
6. NSS - NWC - .(l - (Aldra) 713 1248 +16.2 1710 2994 
7. FTAZ- n (A)- GBR- NAA 970 642 -37.S 232S 1542 
8. FTA2 - n (A) - GBR- NSS 656 797 -3.8 1575 1914 
9. FTA2- (A) - NAA - NSS 681 782 -6.2 1635 1876 
10. FTA2 - n(A)- GBR- NAA-
NSS 566 757 +21. 7 1358 1818 
ll. FTA2 - .n(A) - GBR - NSS -
NAA- NBA 520 778 -15. 8 1248 1866 
2. FTA2 - NSS - NAA - NBA -
NWC 498 701 -6.8 1194 1683 
*Alternate stations due to extremely long propagation paths. 
AlO 
Table A4 
Mediterranean Sea (35°N l5°E) 
The Mediterranean Sea is within working range of several good 
VLF stations. However, the geometry of the stations is somewhat 
poor in that all of the stations except one lie in a northerly or westerly 
direction. Good results can still be obtained using the following 
stations: 
1. GBR - Rugby, England 
2. NAA - Cutler, Maine 
3. NBA - Canal Zone, Panama 
4. NWC - North West Cape, Australia 
5. NSS - Annapolis, Maryland 
6. !l - (Aldra) 
7. _(l - (Trinidad) 
8. FT A2 - St. Assise, France 
STATIONS MONITORED Daytime Nighttime 
u(ft) v(ft) CfJ(v) u(ft) v(ft) 
1. GBR- NSS 611 1152 -10.4 1467 2764 
2. NAA- NBA 1307 624 -30.1 3138 1497 
3. NAA- FTA2 903. 675 +40. 4 2166 1621 
4. NAA - GBR - NWC 561 1453 +28.2 1347 3486 
5. NAA - GBR- NBA 518 965 +40.6 1243 2315 
6. FTA2- NWC- NAA 809 692 +25. 8 1942 1660 
7. .{1 -(Aldra) - GHR - NAA -. 
NWC 541 1118 +34.3 1299 2682 
8. !1. -(Aldra) - NAA - FTA2 -
NWC 784 650 +7.5 1881 1559 
9. FTA2 - NBA - NAA - NWC 775 534 -1. 0 1860 1282 
10. .!1-(Aldra) - NAA - NSS -
FTA2- NBA 671 489 +28.8 1611 1173 
~1. GBR- FTA2- NAA- NSS- NBA 513 457 +40.8 1231 1098 
~2. GBR- FTA2 - fi(Aldra)-
NAA- NWC 549 662 +20.0 1319 1589 
All 
Table AS 
Gulf of Mexico (23°N 90°W) 
The abundance of powerful, phase-stable VLF stations within 
useful range of the Gulf of Mexico, makes this area ideal for precise 
navigation and fix-location information. For a location of 23°N 90ow 




















NLK - Jim Creek, Washington 
NAA - Cutler, Maine 
NBA - Cana 1 Zone, Panama 
NSS - Annapolis, Maryland 
GBR - Rugby, England 
...(1. - (A ldra) 
..fL - (Trinidad) 
8. 
9. 
STATIONS MONITORED Daytime 
u(ft) v(ft) 
NBA-NWC 672 1302 
GBR-NWC 1642 904 
NAA - .(l.- Trinidad 1545 964 
GBR- NBA- NWC 567 1298 
NWC-NAA- il. (Trinidad) 1410 769 
NAA-NBA-GBR 579 956 
NAA- NBA- NSS- NWC 560 67'2 
NAA- NSS- NBA- .(1 (Trinidad) 570 697 
NWC-NSS-GBR-.{"l(Trinidad) 826 693 
NAA-NBA-NWC-NSS- ..(1 
(Trinidad) 555 622 
NAA-NBA-NWC-NSS- fl. 
(A ldra) 540 657 
NAA-GBR-NWC- .(1.-(Aldra)-
11. (Trinidad) 809 727 
WWVL- Fort 
Collins, Colo. 
NPM - Hawaii 
Nighttime 
(/)(V) U(tt) v(tt) 
+36.6 1612 3124 
-25.7 3940 2170 
+38.1 3709 2314 
+38.1 1361 3115 
+23.1 3383 1846 
+30.7 1390 2294 
-43. 1 1343 1613 
-11.3 1369 1673 
+26.8 1981 1664 
-32.9 1331 1494 
-34.7 1297 1578 
+2.52 1941 1745 
Al2 
Table A6 
A I though the selection of stations is limited, good positioning 
accuracy is available in the North Sea. Two good stations to use in 
this area are FTA2 (St. Assise, France) at 16. 8kHz and ..(l - (Aldra, 
Norway) at .i1 frequencies. 
1. FTA2 - St. Assise, France 
*2. GBR - Rugby, England 
3. NAA - Cutler, Maine 
4. NSS - Annapolis, Maryland 
5. .n - (Aldra) 
6. NBA - Canal Zone, Panama 
*7. NWC - North West Cape, Australia 
*8. !1 - (Trinidad) 
STATIONS MONITORED Daytime Nighttime 
u(ft) v(ft) (/J(V) u(ft) v(ft) 
1. NAA- GBR 483 858 +3.5 1159 2058 
2. NSS - FTA2 719 539 -4.0 1725 1294 
3. NAA - .{l (Aldra) 1046 822 -16.7 2510 1973 
4. FTA2 - NBA - NAA 728 483 +5.1 1748 1158 
5. FTA2 - GBR - .Cl - (Aldra) 575 541 -12.6 1380 1298 
6. NSS - J:l - (Aldra) - NAA 619 850 +10.6 1485 2040 
7. FTA2 - GBR - n - (Aldra) -
NAA 575 493 -15.0 1380 1184 
8. NAA - GBR- FTA2- NWC 645 490 -9.6 1549 1176 
9. NAA - NSS - FTA2 - NBA 515 480 +21.5 1237 1151 
10. FTA2 - NAA - NSS - GBR-
.n - (A) 444 504 +16.4 1066 1210 
11. FTA2 - NAA - NSS - NBA -
GBR 375 487 -8.3 900 1169 
12. FTA2- NAA- NWC- NBA- GBR 517 465 +37.1 1241 1116 
*Alternate stations which because of distance, radiated power, etc. 
are not entirely satisfactory for all positions in the North Sea. 
Al3 
Table A7 
The U. s. Pacific Coast (40°N 125°W) 
For a sample location point at 40°N 125°W, the following 
stations are recommended for best accuracy: 
1. NLK - Jim Creek, Washington 
2. NPM - Hawaii 
3. WWVL- Fort Collins, Colorado 
4. NBA - Canal Zone, Panama 
5. NAA - Cutler, Maine 
6. NSS - Annapolis, Maryland 
7. Omega - (Hawaii) 
*8. NWC - North West Cape, Australia 
STATIONS MONITORED Daytime Nighttime 
u(ft) v(ft) (/>(0) u(fi) v(ft) 
1. NPM- NBA 847 500 +24.1 2032 1201 
2. NLK- WWVL 873 425 -22.6 2095 1020 
3. NSS- NLK 661 519 +8.7 1587 1245 
4. NPM- NLK- NBA 783 372 +10.8 1878 894 
5. NPM- NSS- NLK 607 404 +38.6 1457 971 
6. NLK - NSS - NBA 648 412 -3.8 1555 988 
7. NPM - NLK - WWVL - NBA 520 -s47 -6.4 124-8 833 
8. NPM - NLK - NSS - NBA 521 367 +19.6 1244 880 
9. NPM - WWVL - NSS - NBA 405 464 +16.3 972 1112 
IJ.O. NLK - NAA - NSS - WWVL -
NBA 481 352 -20.4 1154 845 
~1. NPM- NLK- NSS- WWVL-
NBA 411 347 -8.5 986 832 
2. NPM - N LK - NSS - NAA -
WWVL 383 415 -42.0 919 985 
*Alternate station because of long distance. 
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